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Abstract
The number of potential upgrades decreased to 245 as of March 24, 2016, from 249 issuers as of February 29, the lowest tally since December 2013 (243). Most potential upgrades are from the speculative-grade spectrum (issuers rated 'BB+' or lower), with the 'B' ratings category (including 'B+', 'B', and 'B-') leading the way at 33%. Speculative-grade issuers account for 61% of all potential upgrades; we removed 21 issuers from our list and added 17 potential upgrades. The leading sectors in potential upgrades are financial institutions (37), home and real estate (22), and media and entertainment (20). We define potential upgrades as issuers that Standard & Poor's Ratings Services rates 'AA+' to 'B-' with either positive rating outlooks or ratings on...

Standard and Poors RatingsXpress Credit Research provides in-depth coverage of international corporates, financial institutions, insurance companies, utilities, sovereigns and structured finance programs. RatingsXpress Credit Research lets users determine the credit rating of holdings and identify key factors underlying an issuer's creditworthiness, distinguishes the different risk exposures for new and existing deals, and provides an understanding of how their analysts interpret key regulatory, political and environmental events and their economic impact.

Research Type: Commentary
Criteria articles describe the thought process and methodology Standard & Poor's analysts use in determining ratings. These commentary pieces discuss both the quantitative (economic and financial) and qualitative (business analysis and caliber of management) aspects of the analysis, as well as legal issues.
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